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Background: Health-care workers are concerned about the risk of acquiring contagious diseases
such as severe acute respiratory syndrome and avian influenza after recent outbreaks. We studied
exhaled air and particle dispersion through an oronasal mask attached to a human-patient
simulator (HPS) during noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation (NPPV).
Methods: Airflow was marked with intrapulmonary smoke for visualization. Therapy with
inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP) was started at 10 cm H2O and gradually increased to
18 cm H2O, whereas expiratory positive airway pressure was maintained at 4 cm H2O. A leakage
jet plume was revealed by a laser light sheet and images captured by video. Smoke concentration
in the plume was estimated from the light scattered by smoke particles.
Findings: A jet plume of air leaked through the mask exhaust holes to a radial distance of 0.25 m
from the mask during the application of IPAP at 10 cm H2O with some leakage from the nasal
bridge. The leakage plume exposure probability was highest about 60 to 80 mm lateral to the
median sagittal plane of the HPS. Without nasal bridge leakage, the jet plume from the exhaust
holes increased to a 0.40-m radius from the mask, whereas exposure probability was highest
about 0.28 m above the patient. When IPAP was increased to 18 cm H2O, the vertical plume
extended to 0.45 m above the patient with some horizontal spreading along the ward ceiling.
Conclusion: Substantial exposure to exhaled air occurs within a 0.5-m radius of patients receiving
NPPV. Medical wards should be designed with an architectural aerodynamics approach and
knowledge of air/particle dispersion from common mechanical ventilatory techniques.

(CHEST 2006; 130:730–740)

Key words: air and particle dispersion; influenza; noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation

Abbreviations: CAP � community-acquired pneumonia; EPAP � expiratory positive airway pressure; HCW � health-
care worker; HPS � human-patient simulator; IPAP � inspiratory positive airway pressure; NPPV � noninvasive
positive-pressure ventilation; SARS � severe acute respiratory syndrome; VPAP � variable positive airway pressure

N oninvasive positive-pressure ventilation (NPPV)
has become an established method in the treat-

ment of various causes of respiratory failure.1 A
commonly used method of providing NPPV utilizes
an orofacial mask and a single-arm delivery circuit
driven by a high-gas flow-generating ventilator. This
system requires a method to discharge excess gas
flow and pressure to the environment through a
bleeding port.2

NPPV is effective in the treatment of patients with
respiratory failure due to COPD and acute cardio-
genic pulmonary edema, and of immunocompro-

mised patients with pneumonia.1 Anecdotal reports
have indicated that NPPV applied via a single circuit
was effective in treating patients with respiratory
failure due to severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), and might reduce the need for intuba-
tion.3–5 An influenza pandemic will place extra de-
mand on mechanical ventilatory support, and the
safe use of NPPV would greatly enhance potential
therapeutic options. However, deliberate gas leakage
via exhalation ports may disperse infectious particles
to the environment.

Viral pneumonia is potentially infectious to health-
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care workers (HCWs) and other patients. The out-
break several years ago of the SARS virus with high
infectivity,6,7 and its potential to spread by airborne
transmission8–11 highlighted the risk of viral pneu-
monia. The reemergence of avian H5N1 infection
with a high rate of respiratory failure in humans since
2004 in Asia has highlighted the potential need for
providing mechanical ventilation in environments
that are safe for HCWs.12,13 The US pandemic
influenza plan14 has recommended airborne precau-
tions for HCWs when managing pandemic influenza
with increased transmissibility and during proce-
dures that may generate small aerosol particles of
respiratory secretions.

It is not known how exhaled air and particles may
disperse during NPPV in clinical settings because
there is no reliable marker that can be safely intro-
duced to the patients. We therefore assessed the
risks of single-circuit NPPV in spreading infectious
particles through the bleeding port and the orofacial
mask interface using a high-fidelity human patient
simulator (HPS). Knowledge about the extent and
direction of mask leakage is essential in preparation
for an influenza pandemic to reduce the risk of
nosocomial transmission during the application of
NPPV to high-risk patients.

Materials and Methods

The study was undertaken by a multidisciplinary team of
investigators consisting of physicians, intensivists, anesthetists,
architects, and an aeronautical engineer. The study was con-
ducted in a quiet laboratory room, which measured 7.1 � 8.5 m
with a height of 2.7 m. The room ventilation was temporarily
suspended during the experiment to avoid potentially confound-
ing environmental factors.

NPPV and the Lung Model

We studied the mask interface leakage and deliberate leakage
from the exhaust holes of an oronasal mask (Ultra Mirage
Medium; ResMed; North Ryde, NSW, Australia) firmly attached
to a high-fidelity HPS (HPS 6.1; Medical Education Technolo-
gies Inc; Sarasota, FL) [Fig 1]. The HPS is a realistic represen-
tation of human respiration. It contains a realistic airway and a
lung model that undergoes gas exchange (ie, it removes oxygen
and adds carbon dioxide to the system). The lung compliance and
airway resistance also respond in a realistic manner to relevant
challenges. In addition, the HPS produces an airflow pattern that
is close to the in vivo human situation and has been applied in
previous studies15–19 to simulate human respiration.

NPPV was applied using a bilevel positive airway pressure
device (VPAP III ST; ResMed) via the oronasal mask. The
inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP) was initially set at 10
cm H2O, and gradually increased to 18 cm H2O. The expiratory
positive airway pressure (EPAP) was maintained at 4 cm H2O
throughout this study.

Flow Visualization

The visualization of airflow around the oronasal mask was
facilitated by marking the air with smoke particles produced by
an M-6000 smoke generator (model N19; DS Electronics;
Tempe, AZ). The oil-based smoke particles measured � 1 �m in
diameter.20 The smoke was introduced continuously to the right
main bronchus of the HPS, mixed with alveolar gas, and then
exhaled through the airway. Sections through the leakage jet
plume were then revealed by a thin laser light sheet created by an
Nd:YVO4 Q-switched, frequency-doubled laser device (OEM
T20-BL 10–106Q; Spectra-Physic; Mountain View, CA), with
custom cylindrical optics for two-dimensional laser light sheet
generation (Fig 2, top, A).

The experiments were recorded with a three-charge-coupled
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Figure 1. NPPV applied via an oronasal mask (Ultra Mirage
Medium; ResMed) that is firmly attached to a high-fidelity HPS.
The six small exhaust holes are located on the nasal bridge of the
mask. The simulator represented a 70-kg adult man sitting on a
hospital bed inclined 45o and was programmed to breathe
spontaneously. Lung compliance was set at 35 mL/cm H2O, and
the oxygen uptake to 350 mL/min. Tidal volume and respiratory
rate were regulated so that a respiratory exchange ratio of 0.8 was
maintained during measurements. Typically, this was achieved
with a tidal volume of 500 mL at a rate of 14 breaths/min. These
conditions represent a patient with mild lung injury.
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device 30-Hz DV video system with �48 zoom (Sony; Tokyo,
Japan). The laser light sheet (green, 527-nm wavelength, trans-
verse electromagnetic mode 00) was adjusted to encompass the
cross-section of the entire leakage jet plume. The light sheet was
initially positioned in the median sagittal plane of the HPS and
was subsequently shifted to the paramedian planes (Fig 2,
middle, B). This allowed us to investigate the regions directly
above and lateral to the mask and the patient.

Image Analysis

We estimated the normalized smoke concentration of the mask
leakage jet plume from the light scattered by the smoke particles.
This extended the laser flow visualization and provided a useful
quantitative method for understanding the range and shape of
the leakage jet plumes. This analysis technique was previously
developed for turbulent, two-phase air-particle flows and was
shown to be reliable compared to isokinetic sampling21 and
particle image velocimetry.22

The laser light sheet illuminated the smoke particles in the
mask airflow leakage. We assumed the intensity of the laser light
sheet was constant (Fig 2, middle, B) because the mask was
positioned relatively far from the optics. Scattered laser light
perpendicular to the light sheet was collected and integrated by
the video camera charge-coupled device element (Fig 2, bottom,
C). For a small region, the number of smoke particles within the
region (or the particle concentration) is proportional to the total
scattered light intensity in that small region if each particle
scatters an equal intensity of light. This is true when particles are
monodisperse, as scattering is dependent on particle size.23 For
most types of smoke, the particles are essentially monodisperse
with a tight size distribution.20,24 This analysis was based on the
scattered light intensity being proportional to the particle con-
centration under the special conditions of constant-intensity laser
light sheet illumination and monodisperse small (submicrometer)
particles.

Image Capture and Frame Extraction

The motion video of several breathing cycles for a given
variable positive airway pressure (VPAP) setting was captured by
a computer, and individual frames were extracted as gray-scale
bitmap images for intensity analysis. Frames were extracted at
times corresponding to the beginning of the HPS breath inhala-
tion and the VPAP maximum pressure to generate an ensemble
average for the corresponding instant of the respiratory cycle.

Intensity Averaging and Concentration Normalization

All gray-scale frames were read into a program that was
specifically developed for this study (MathCad 8.0 2000; Math-
Soft Inc; Cambridge, MA)25 along with background intensity
images that were obtained with the laser switched off. The
background intensity was subtracted from each frame, pixel by
pixel, to remove any stray background light, and the pixel
intensity values were averaged over all frames to determine the
ensemble-averaged intensity. The resulting image showed the
total intensity of light scattered perpendicular to the light sheet
by the smoke particles, which was directly proportional to the
particle concentration. The image was normalized against the
highest intensity found within the leakage jet plume to generate
normalized particle concentration contours.

As smoke particles marked air that originated from the airways
of the HPS before leaking from the mask, the concentration
contours effectively represent the probability of encountering air
around the patient that has come from within the mask and/or the
patient’s respiratory system. The probability contours are made
up of data collected from 10 breaths. We assigned a contour value
of 1 to indicate a region that consisted of the entire amount of air
leaked after exhalation by the patient, where there is a 100%
chance of exposure to the exhaled air. A value near 0 indicates no
measurable air leakage in the region and a negligible chance of
exposure.

Figure 2. Top, A: laser and optical system for generation of a
two-dimensional laser light sheet. Middle, B: Nd-YAG 527-nm
laser light sheet aligned on the patient’s median sagittal plane.
Bottom, C: laser light sheet, particles, and perpendicular scat-
tered light.
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Magnification Factor and Image Distortion Correction

The final analysis step scaled the contour image to the
dimensions of the measurement region (Fig 2, bottom, C) and
corrected the optical distortions introduced by the camera and
lens. Scaling and image distortion correction mapped the image
in pixel coordinates back into the actual measurement region
coordinates (in millimeters). Nonlinear mapping functions were
determined by experimentally “testing” the camera and lens
system. An accurate target grid placed in the measurement
region was imaged, and image coordinates were compared to
those on the grid to calculate third-order polynomial mapping
functions using a least-squares method.26,27 Previous work by
Hall21 has shown this approach to be reliable, with a variance on
probability contours not exceeding 5%, but often at � 3%. The
maximum error on the x-y position from image distortion correc-
tion was � 4 mm for this study.

Results

The results are presented predominantly with
reference to the median sagittal plane, whereas the
data taken from the paramedian planes are otherwise
specified.

IPAP 10 cm H2O and EPAP 4 cm H2O With
Leakage Around the Nasal Bridge

The first scenario was conducted with the VPAP
machine set at an IPAP of 10 cm H2O and an EPAP
of 4 cm H2O. The probability contours of the air
leakage distribution around the patient and mask in
the median sagittal plane are shown in Figure 3, top,
A. The vertical leakage plume jet from the mask
exhaust holes was evident, along with a smaller
leakage plume from the nasal bridge. The leakage
plume from the six exhaust holes (each with a
diameter of approximately 1.8 mm) was narrow and
propagated well above the patient. Inclining the
HPS to a 45° position oriented the exhaust holes
such that the jet became almost vertical, potentially
creating a maximum spread of particles.

The leakage plume from the nasal bridge was
broader than that from the exhaust holes, indicating
that the nasal bridge leakage was occurring through
a gap that was actually greater in area than the mask
exhaust holes. The nasal bridge plume was directed
above the patient’s head toward the head of the bed
at about 45° to the horizontal.

We have identified several zones of safety with less
than a given probability of the HCW being exposed
to the patient’s exhaled air (Fig 3, top, A). Figure 3,
bottom, B, shows the leakage jet plume from the
right side of the mask, where the particles were
illuminated along the median sagittal plane and five
other paramedian planes. The median sagittal plane
is located at Z � 0, where the patient’s head is shown
(purple). The plume of the mask exhaust holes was
directed vertically upward, and there was some

leakage from around the nasal bridge. The leakage
jet plume was actually most extensive about 60 to 80
mm lateral to the median sagittal plane. This is
attributable to the fact that the six deliberate exhaust
holes on the mask were positioned lateral to the
median sagittal plane (Fig 1).

IPAP 10 cm H2O and EPAP 4 cm H2O With the
Oronasal Mask Perfectly Sealed

After tightening the mask-strap on the HPS, air
leakage from the nasal bridge was eliminated (Fig 4).
Again, the leakage jet plume from the mask exhaust
holes was near vertical, but it had risen by 0.15 m
because there was no longer a pressure drop from
nasal bridge leakage. The plume was widened and
pronounced at a distance between 0.1 and 0.4 m
above the mask, but the jet directly from the exhaust
holes was not strongly indicated. This is because the
mask exhaust holes are not aligned on the sagittal
plane. As the laser light sheet was focused on the
sagittal plane, it did not detect the jet plume until it
widened sufficiently to enter the light sheet, some
distance above the mask. Based on both panels of
Figure 4, we can identify the zones of safety for the
probability of exposure to the patient’s exhaled air in
this scenario.

IPAP Values of 14 and 18 cm H2O With the
Oronasal Mask Perfectly Sealed

The vertical plume extended 0.42 and 0.45 m,
respectively, above the patient and the mask during
the application of IPAP at 14 cm H2O (Fig 5, top, A)
and 18 cm H2O (Fig 5, bottom, B). Interestingly,
there was a distinct horizontal spreading of the body
of the jet plume in both IPAP settings, but this was
more obvious at approximately 0.5 m above the mask
in the high-pressure scenario (Fig 5, bottom, B). As
the ward ceiling was approximately 1.8 m above the
mask, it is probable that the roof boundary influ-
enced the airflow, spreading the jet plume sideways.

A profile horizontally across the contours at ap-
proximately 300 mm above the mask is shown in
Figure 6, showing the profile of concentration prob-
ability for each of the three IPAP settings. The
probability is greatest above the mask for the higher
pressure IPAP of 18 cm H2O.

Discussion

This study shows that air marked with smoke
particles can be emitted through deliberate mask
leakage to a radial distance of approximately 0.25 m
from an oronasal mask during the application of
IPAP at 10 cm H2O and EPAP at 4 cm H2O. The
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Figure 3. Top, A: IPAP 10 cm H2O/EPAP 4 cm H2O with leakage from the nasal bridge (sagittal
plane). In general, there would be a � 10% probability of exposure if the HCW was standing outside
the light blue contour regions. Similarly, if the HCW was standing outside a radial distance of
approximately 0.25 m from the mask, there would be � 10% chance of exposure to exhaled air. Bottom,
B: sagittal plane and paramedian planes parallel to the sagittal plane. This panel shows that the laterally
directed exhaust holes create jet plumes that tend to “reinforce” each other about 60 to 80 mm laterally
from the mask. This shows that the highest probability of encountering the patient’s exhaled air is not
directly above the mask in the sagittal plane, but to the “side,” where an HCW may typically stand.
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Figure 4. Top, A: IPAP 10 cm H2O/EPAP 4 cm H2O without leakage from the nasal bridge (sagittal
plane). There would be � 10% probability of exposure if the HCW was standing outside the light-blue
contour regions. Similarly, if the HCW was standing outside a radial distance of approximately 0.4 m
from the mask itself, he would have a � 10% chance of exposure. Bottom, B: IPAP 10 cm H2O/EPAP
4 cm H2O without leakage from the nasal bridge (sagittal plane). A circle of radius 100 mm substantially
encompasses the leakage plume, so there is generally a � 10% probability of exposure outside of this circle.
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Figure 5. Top, A: IPAP 14 cm H2O/EPAP 4 cm H2O without leakage from the nasal bridge (sagittal
plane). A circle of radius 125 mm, centered at approximately 300 mm on the y-axis, substantially
encompasses the leakage plume, so there is generally a � 10% probability of exposure outside this
circle. Bottom, B: IPAP 18 cm H2O/EPAP 4 cm H2O without leakage from the nasal bridge (sagittal plane).
A circle of radius 150 mm, centered at approximately 300 mm on the y-axis, substantially encompasses the
leakage plume, so there is generally a � 10% probability of exposure outside this circle.
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leakage jet plume was most significant at approxi-
mately 60 to 80 mm lateral to the median sagittal
plane. Despite what initially appeared to be a rea-
sonably well-fitted mask, there was still leakage
detected at the nasal bridge. With the elimination of
this nasal bridge leakage, the jet plume radial dis-
tance from the mask increased to 0.4 m, whereas
exposure probability was highest at approximately
0.28 m above the patient and the mask. When IPAP
was increased to 14 cm H2O and then to 18 cm H2O,
the vertical plume extended to 0.42 and 0.45 m,
respectively, above the patient and the mask, with
some horizontal spreading along the ceiling. These
findings have important clinical implications for
HCWs, who often nurse their patients at a close
distance, especially during NPPV support for respi-
ratory failure at a stage when the viral loads of the
patients may reach peak levels. Our study empha-
sizes the importance of medical ward design in terms
of a ventilated, aerodynamic space and the need for
an “architectural aerodynamics” approach in order to
minimize the risk of nosocomial infection. Air-con-
ditioning or extraction systems will need to target the
circular region that is above the mask rather than at
the actual mask level.

It is controversial whether patients with respira-
tory failure due to severe community-acquired pneu-
monia (CAP) would benefit from NPPV. NPPV

lowered the intubation rate, the length of stay in the
ICU, and the 2-month mortality rate in patients with
severe CAP, but these beneficial actions were con-
fined to those patients with underlying COPD.28 In
a prospective observational study29 that excluded
patients with underlying COPD, NPPV improved
oxygenation and respiratory rate in 22 of the 24
patients with CAP during the initial trial, but 16
patients subsequently needed intubation after an
average time of 1.3 days, mainly because of worsen-
ing respiratory failure.

During the global outbreak of SARS, ARDS de-
veloped in 13 to 26% of patients, necessitating
invasive ventilatory support at a time when a very
high viral load was being reached; thus, HCWs were
particularly prone to infection while caring for their
patients.6,30–32 The relative risk of developing SARS
was 13-fold for HCWs who were involved in intu-
bating SARS patients compared to those who were
not, whereas NPPV was not associated with a statis-
tically significant risk for the HCWs.7 This was
probably because tracheal suctioning was not gener-
ally performed for patients who were receiving ven-
tilation with NPPV.7 However, a retrospective study
by Xiao et al33 described NPPV exposure as being
associated with clinical SARS infection in two HCWs.

Due to the fear of leakage from the mask interface
with subsequent nosocomial transmission of SARS,

Figure 6. The profile of concentration probability along a line 300 mm above the mask (y � 0 mm on
contours and x is the horizontal coordinate, exactly as in the contour plots) is plotted for each of the
three IPAP settings (ie, 10, 14, and 18 cm H2O), whereas EPAP was maintained at 4 cm H2O. The
variation in the shapes represented a turbulent jet flow, which was highly variable.
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the usage of NPPV was low. Nevertheless, individual
reports3–5 have shown that single-circuit NPPV
might provide life-saving treatment for patients who
were in respiratory failure as a result of the infection.
Treatment with NPPV was applied via oronasal
masks to 20 SARS patients without COPD in whom
severe hypoxemic respiratory failure developed in a
hospital ward environment with efficient room air
exchange, stringent infection control measures, full
personal protective equipment, and the addition of a
viral-bacterial filter to the exhalation port of the
NPPV device.5 Endotracheal intubation was avoided
in 14 patients (70%) who had a much shorter ICU
LOS than those who were intubated. Clinical evi-
dence of SARS did not develop in any of the 105
HCWs involved in the management of the 20 pa-
tients, whereas 102 HCWs (97%) had negative SARS
serology findings.5 As there were still three HCWs
who had refused to undergo blood testing, one
cannot entirely eliminate the possibility of subclinical
SARS infection related to use of NPPV, although it
seemed highly unlikely.30 Subclinical SARS infection
did occur in other HCWs who cared for SARS
patients.34,35

The reemergence of avian influenza H5N1 in
humans in Asia and the recent spread to the Middle
East is of grave concern.12,13,36,37 The infectivity
potential for human-to-human transmission may in-
crease with time after the mutation or genetic reas-
sortment of viruses.38 Most of the human patients
with H5N1 infection have presented with severe
pneumonia complicated by ARDS and multiorgan
dysfunction syndrome, and have a high mortality
rate.12,13,36,37 The evidence for the use of NPPV as
ventilatory support for patients with ARDS is weak,
especially in the presence of multiorgan dysfunction
syndrome and the lack of data from a controlled
trial.39,40 However, treatment with NPPV may play a
role in reducing the need for endotracheal intuba-
tion among those patients with acute lung injury in
an influenza pandemic, if it is applied with caution.

NPPV should be applied in patients with severe
viral pneumonia only if there is adequate protection
for HCWs because of the potential risk of viral
transmission via deliberate or accidental mask inter-
face leakage and flow compensation causing the
dispersion of a contaminated aerosol.30 In patients
with chronic respiratory failure who are receiving
NPPV via nasal masks, air leakage through the
mouth or other routes besides the exhalation valve
can occur.2 In clinical practice, pressure necrosis
often develops at the skin around the nasal bridge if
the mask is applied tightly for a prolonged period of
time. Many patients loosen the mask strap to relieve
discomfort, and air leakage from the nasal bridge is
definitely a potential source for the transmission of

viral infections. Careful mask fitting is important for
the successful and safe application of NPPV. The
addition of a viral-bacterial filter to the NPPV
breathing system between the mask and the exhala-
tion port3,5 or the use of a dual-circuit NPPV device
may reduce the risk of the nosocomial transmission
of viral infection. However, the use of viral-bacterial
filters was difficult due to blockage by moist secre-
tions and could be applied only in some cases.3,5 In
view of our observation that higher ventilator pres-
sures result in a wider dispersion of exhaled air and
a higher concentration of air leakage, we recommend
starting NPPV with low IPAP level (ie, 8 to 10 cm
H2O) and gradually increasing the level as necessary,
instead of starting high and titrating downward if the
patient is intolerant.41

There are several limitations to this study. First,
smoke particles were used as markers for exhaled air,
but they might not fully reflect the risk of droplet
transmission. Our results indicate the spatial extent
of the airflow leakage jet plumes but do not directly
indicate the behavior of potentially infected droplets
themselves. It is known that droplets generated by
coughing, sneezing, talking, and breathing range
from 0.5 to 12 �m in diameter42,43 with a density
similar to that of water. As these droplets are gener-
ally much larger than smoke particles (ie, they have
a higher Stokes number), they will not follow the jet
plume airflow perfectly but will slip relative to air
streamlines under the influence of Stokes drag and
gravitational forces. Stokes drag carries droplets with
the airflow of the jet plume, but inertia causes
droplets to lag behind the airflow and fall short of the
full extent of the air jet plume. Conversely, gravita-
tional force causes droplets to follow trajectories that
are vertically below the air jet plume. We would
therefore expect droplets to extend somewhat verti-
cally below the contours given here but less than the
contours given in directions vertically above and to
the sides of the jet plume. The contours and safe
distances suggested here are likely the “upper-
bound” conservative estimates for droplet spread
above and to the sides of the mask. Using the laser
visualization method, we have shown that during the
delivery of oxygen at a rate of 4 L/min via a Hudson
mask to the HPS, the exhaled air at the peak of
simulated exhalation could reach a distance of ap-
proximately 0.40 m.44 Last, we tested only one type
of NPPV machine and one oronasal mask without
supplemental oxygen, and did not test a nasal mask
due to limited resources. Nevertheless, oronasal
masks are generally preferred in the application of
NPPV for acute respiratory failure as nasal masks are
poorly tolerated in the acute setting due to mouth
breathing.45 Further studies are needed to assess the
safety of different respiratory therapies such as the
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addition of viral filters in the circuit, the use of
supplemental oxygen, the use of a humidifier, and
the use of different ward airflow settings, and to
determine how the medical ward environment
should be designed to protect HCWs from acquiring
nosocomial pneumonia.

In conclusion, substantial exposure to exhaled air
is likely to occur within 0.5 m from patients receiving
NPPV. Higher ventilator pressures result in a wider
distribution of exhaled air. HCWs should be aware of
the potential risks of viral transmission during NPPV,
and should take stringent contact and droplet precau-
tion plus wear full personal protective equipment.
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